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in delight of this universal end. Hut happiness is the
gift of emotional, expansive character*, and not of nil>
dilating machines; to aim at happiness in wry act or
project is, as common experience »how«» the very way
to lose it A man is not a logical engine*; lit* w a
complex of feeling and reason, and the emotional
elements within him will not he mulcted of their rights,
Dwarf the feelings, starve the artistic instinct*, enultatte
the moral sentiment, and the result will be a barren
sacrifice, a suicidal victory, which i« only fortunate when
it does not mean an anarchic revolt. The teaching of
the older Mill had been throughout the tmppre»*mm
of feeling; the watchword of the Utilitarian Society had
been the continual outcry against innate nentimtmt.
Bentham had not hesitated to malign ait poetry an
misrepresentation, and vindicate the claim of pushpin
as a quantitative equivalent to Milton and Hlmkespearc |
|	' . and the issue is seen in John Mill sitting down in
I	despair, with all his schemes of life anil human regtmer-
|	'    ation lying in ruins around him,
Such a crisis is not wholly uncommon, but its
will differ with different men*   In one man'*        it will
lead to the resignation of earlier ideals, as when Plato,
,	'        after'writing the Republic^ is led by hia actual ex{K*ricn<?c&
j         ".	in Sicily to write T/m Laws*   In the         of another
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' , man, it will issue in an unworthy cynicinm* « when
Tourgu^nef, after his dream in if/ £H$ had gained
a realisation in the emancipation of the in 1860, t»t
. down to write those sallies of a disappointed ideaUnt
which we find in fbmt* in i86S* Rarely enough <lo wa
find.the crisis issuing in an enlargement of view, an was
the case with Mill There can bo no doubt how the

